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From the Chair 
 
Greetings! 
 
Speaking for myself, Annual 2006 was productive and fun.   From what I experienced, MARS 
members enjoyed themselves at meetings, programs, and informal gatherings.  MARS activities 
were full of energy, perhaps buoyed by the warm welcome from the city of New Orleans. 
 
Starting with fun, the Outreach Committee threw a wonderful MARS 30th birthday bash at Pat 
O’Brien’s.  The weather was hot and threatened rain, but the prospect of cake, camaraderie, (and 
perhaps Hurricane drinks) drew a crowd of over 70 people.  There were many new faces as well 
as visits from some founding-Martians and the “regulars” whom we are always happy to see. 
 
MARS offered another successful pre-conference on Friday.  Reinvented Reference was the 
fifth consecutive pre-conference for MARS.  The hard work of the pre-conference planning 
committees have continually paid off, resulting in excellent educational opportunities for MARS 
(and non-MARS) members and exceeding the number of participants needed to break-even 
financially.  We look forward to another pre-conference in Washington D.C.: New Reference 
Technologies – Get Inspired. 
 
The MARS Chair’s Program Who’s Out There and What Are They Doing? gave a face to the 
anonymous user.  Dr. John Harrigan from the Pew Internet and American Life project and Roy 
Tennant from the Californian Digital Library used research, statistics, and anecdotes so draw a 
picture of our independent users – those users we don’t ever see at our reference desks, but who 
use our library resources and services from a far and even from with in our buildings.  Thank you 
to program chair Mary Mintz and the committee for bringing in two prominent and enlightening 
speakers. 
 
Other exciting committee reports in this Messages are: 
Executive Committee 
Best Free Web Sites 
Best Fee-Based Web Sites 
MARS Achievement Recognition Certificate (My Favorite Martian) 
Continuing Education and Publications Task Force 
Local Systems and Services on developing the RUSA Blog 
Publications Committee  
Public Libraries Committee with “Electronic Resources – Training that Works”  
User Access to Services supplies “Can you trust your IT staff?  Can they trust you?” update 
 
Executive Committee Annual Conference Summary 
 
Things to note from the hard-working (it can’t always be Happy Hour!) Executive Committee 
meetings: 
 

• All Committee Meeting.  MARS has decided to try an All-Committee Meeting for the 
Midwinter 2006 (Seattle) and Annual 2007 (Washington D.C.) conferences.  Several 
other sections (in RUSA and other divisions) do this with success and we believe that it 
will be helpful for the section review.  At the Annual 2007 ExComm meetings will we 
discuss if this format worked. 



o Proposed times for the All-Committee meeting are: Midwinter, Sunday 8-10 AM; 
Annual, Sunday 1:30 – 3:30 PM.  All MARS committees will meet during this time 
with the exception of those with closed meetings (such as Nominating). 

o Committees may chose to have a second meeting in addition to the All-
Committee meeting if their business at hand requires more than one two-hour 
meeting.   

• Section Review.  This year it is time for MARS’ five-year section review.  This is required 
by RUSA and is an opportunity to highlight the successes of our section and committee 
and to review (and change if desired) our committee structure and committee charges.   

o Members at Large will meet with the committees at Midwinter during the All-
Committee meeting to converse about the work of your committees.  This will 
take 15-30 minutes of the committee meeting.  More only if the committee 
decides that more discussion is needed 

o The MARS chair will send out a list of questions for the section review in late 
September so that committees can be prepared for meeting with the MALs. 

o Committee chairs should prepare a list of all committee activities during the last 5 
years.  Kathleen will send out more details via the ExComm list. 

• Free Money. The RUSA Programming committee reminds us all that committees 
planning programs may apply for additional funds as part of their program proposal.  See 
the RUSA Guide to Policies and Procedures. 

 
Things to check out 
 

• RUSA Blog.  RUSA specifically requested that the MARS Local Systems and Services 
Committee take on this work and it was done well and on time.   

• Virtual Poster Session: Evaluating Digital Reference Services. MERS (Management 
of Electronic Reference Services) will be soliciting virtual poster sessions on the topic of 
evaluation of digital reference services. Poster sessions will be mounted on the Web site 
with the opportunity for online discussion.  What an great idea! 

 
 
=================================================== 
 
General MARS News 
 
2006 MARS Best Free Reference Web Sites List 
 
The MARS Best Free Web Sites Committee recently completed the MARS Best Free Reference 
Web Sites List for 2006. The list will be published in the Fall 2006 issue of Reference and User 
Services Quarterly. The list will also soon be appearing on the MARS Web Site. The committee is 
also working on a subject list for the years 1998-2006. Watch for both of them soon online. 
  
Mimi Pappas & Carol Rusinek 
mimipappas@mac.com 
crusin@iun.edu 
Co-Chairs, MARS Best Free Web Sites Committee 
 
+++ 
 
Best Fee-Based Web Sites Subcommittee 
 
We are fine-tuning our criteria, and are going to be soliciting our wonderful colleagues in MARS 
for nominations for the "Best Fee-Based Web Site.”  More details will be forthcoming, but please 
start thinking of web sites or databases you can nominate. The committee will then review the 



nominations, add our own and determine the "winner."  Send any suggestions or comments to 
Lori Morse at ljmorse@gmail.com. 
 
Lori Morse 
ljmorse@gmail.com 
Chair, MARS Best Fee-Based Web Sites Subcommittee 
 
=================================================== 
 
ALA Annual Conference Pre-Conference and Program Reports 
 
RUSA/MARS Preconference 
 
Reinvented Reference: The Integration of Digital and Traditional Reference Services 
Friday, June 23, 2006 
ALA Annual Conference, New Orleans 
 
As reference services continue to evolve in response to expanding technological tools and 
changing user expectations, we need to consider how our service models are expanding to 
include both traditional and new digital models. In order to stay relevant in this rapidly changing 
information and service environment, libraries must rethink and reinvent themselves. In 
developing new service models, we must gather information using a variety of tools, such as 
assessment, usability testing, and marketing. 
 
Speakers at this pre-conference were: 
 
Joe Janes (University of Washington), “Reference Reinvention & Integration:  An Ongoing 
Process.” 
Janes opened the session with an overview of library reference services – what we’re doing the 
same as we’ve always done, what’s new, and what changes we’re making in the new information 
environment. He challenged the audience to consider how libraries are perceived, why we 
provide services (because our users want them, or because we like to do them), and what we 
must do to remain relevant. 
 
Marie L. Radford (Rutgers University), “Inquisitive Assessment.” 
Radford spoke on the importance of assessment in demonstrating accountability and in 
identifying strategic priorities based on user needs. She led small group exercises to understand 
the steps of the assessment process and to help participants lay out action plans to take back to 
their organizations for implementation.   
 
Jerilyn Veldof (University of Minnesota), “Digital Reference and Usability:  The Perfect 
Partnership.” 
Veldof encouraged participants to use digital reference interactions, and the data from digital 
reference transcripts, to identify problems and “fail points” that users encounter in the research 
process. Using small group exercises, she walked participants through the process of usability 
testing and reviewed best practices. 
 
Buff Hirko (Washington State Library), “Struttin’ Our Stuff from Dana to Aska.” 
Hirko used examples of advertising and marketing from the commercial sector to demonstrate the 
importance to libraries of branding and getting our message out to users.  She also highlighted a 
number of libraries that have been successful in building marketing programs. 
 
Mary Parker 
m-park1@umn.edu 
Co-Chair, MARS 2006 Pre-Conference Planning Committee 
 



=================================================== 
 
ALA Annual Conference Committee and Discussion Group Reports 
 
MARS Achievement Recognition Certificate Committee 
 
The MARS Achievement Recognition Certificate Committee selected Doris Ann Sweet, Associate 
Director for Public Services at the Simmons College Libraries in Boston, as "My Favorite Martian" 
for 2006. Committee members were pleased to be on hand in New Orleans at the MARS Chair's 
program on July 25, when Mary Popp, MARS Chair, formally presented Doris Ann with her 
certificate. In her presentation, Mary stated that the award, enthusiastically proposed by the 
Recognition Committee, is the highest praise one can earn from MARS. It reflects her peers' 
deep appreciation for all of Doris Ann's efforts and contributions on behalf of MARS for so many 
years. 
 
The Committee would also like to encourage MARS members to send nominations for the 2007 
Award to the Committee's incoming chair, Rosemary Meszaros, at 
rosemary.meszaros@wku.edu. The MARS Achievement Recognition Certificate is given annually 
to recognize excellence in service to MARS. This award is given to an individual who is a current 
member of MARS, and has been an active member for the past two years. The recipient must 
have made either (1) sustained contributions toward attaining the goals of MARS, or (2) a single, 
significant contribution that has resulted in a positive impact upon the work of the section. 
 
Linda Keiter 
linda.keiter@utah.edu 
Outgoing Chair, MARS Achievement Recognition Certificate Committee 
 

+++ 
 
Continuing Education and Publications Task Force  
 
Since its meeting at ALA midwinter, task force members have been gathering and discussing 
information in several areas: available support and direction from ALA, RUSA, and other ALA 
entities; recent surveys of MARS members and potential members and other information about 
continuing education topics of interest to them and preferred delivery methods; and how 
publications might fit into a continuing education program. The task force is using the ALA 
communities software for posting documents and discussion topics. Several committee members 
enrolled in online courses and conferences and were able to experience a variety of delivery 
formats. 
 
Potential projects over the next several months are:  
 

• developing and conducting a survey of MARS members 
• gathering more detailed information about specific delivery methods 
• determining how MARS committee programs and discussions should contribute to 

continuing education 
• exploring a focus on dealing with change and keeping up with technology, perhaps 

through a series, “So now I need to learn about…” 
• using the 2004 report of the ALA Task Force on Rural School, Tribal, and Public Libraries 

(http://www.ala.org/ala/olos/outreachresource/ruraltf_finalrpt.pdf) as a springboard for 
developing (with possible grant support) more low-tech (CDs, streaming audio), 
“affordable staff development for rural and tribal library staff with travel constraints” (p.6). 

 
Linda Keiter 
linda.keiter@utah.edu 



Chair, MARS Continuing Education and Publications Task Force 
 
+++ 
 
Local Systems and Services Committee 
 
The Local Systems and Services Committee spent time in New Orleans planning how to move 
forward with the RUSA blog. The blog is up and running at http://blogs.ala.org/index.php?blog=14 
We developed suggestions to take to the RUSA Board and two members of the committee 
participated in an extensive discussion on the blog at the board meeting on Tuesday afternoon.  
The committee is excited about the potential for the blog and will continue to develop it over the 
coming year. We would like to turn this tool into a major avenue of communication for the 
reference and user services community.   
 
Scott Garton 
s-garton@northwestern.edu 
Chair, MARS Local Systems and Services Committee 
 
+++ 
 
Publications Committee�

During the Annual Meeting in New Orleans, Publications Committee members attended the 
meetings of their liaison committees whenever possible to encourage publications and to provide 
information about web page revisions. The Publications Committee is planning to hold a virtual 
meeting in late October/early November to discuss models for content on committee web pages 
and a year-long calendar for submitting information to update committee pages. The Publications 
Committee also plans to contact the Planning Committee about updating the Publications 
Committee charge in the MARS Handbook to include oversight of the Web Site, including 
functionality, usability, deadlines for submission of content, and liaison with committees. 
  
The Publications Committee plans to draft an expanded paragraph about "Less formal Web 
products," for possible inclusion in the orientation documentation for new committee chairs. The 
new paragraph will include a list of basic categories of information to be present on committee 
Web pages and a list of approximate deadlines for submitting the various types of content to the 
Web Coordinator. Whenever possible, these deadlines will match the deadlines for submitting 
reports to Messages from MARS.  When completed, this proposal will be sent to the Planning 
Committee. The Publications Committee is also considering guidelines for archiving MARS Web 
Site pages.  
  
Ann Viles 
vilesea@appstate.edu 
Outgoing Chair, MARS Publications Committee 
 
+++ 
 
Public Libraries Committee  
 
Topping the agenda for the Public Libraries Committee meeting in New Orleans was our 2007 
program for Washington, D.C.   
 
The working title and description of the program is: “Electronic Resources – Training That Works” 
- as libraries offer more and more online databases to their patrons, how do we ensure that 
librarians are trained to use and instruct patrons in their use? Our panel members will describe 



their training programs and answer questions from the audience. Attendees are encouraged to 
share their own training materials with the group at a Swap and Shop table.  
 
Co-sponsors are the RUSA MARS Education, Training & Support Committee and the RUSA RSS 
Cooperative Reference Service Committee.  
 
Committee members are contacting speakers for the program, and also checking into posting of 
training ideas on the Reference Success Best Practices Wiki and a virtual Swap & Shop of 
training resources. 
 
We ended the meeting with a short discussion of the new report, Long Overdue: A Fresh Look at 
Public and Leadership Attitudes about Libraries in the 21st Century 
[http://www.lff.org/long_overdue061306.html] 
 
Carolyn Strickland 
cstrickl@lakeco.lib.in.us 
Chair, MARS Public Libraries Committee 
 
+++ 
 
“Can You Trust Your IT Staff?  Can They Trust You?” - an Update from Annual 2006 
 
‘Whose computers are these, anyway?’ The tension between the need to keep our library 
systems secure against hackers and virus attacks and the desire to maintain maximum 
accessibility for the legitimate users of those systems has long been of concern to library staff.  
Control over the computing environment in the library can be a significant source of contention 
between systems/information technology and public services/reference personnel.  
 
The MARS User Access to Services Committee (UASC) offered a panel discussion on this topic 
at the ALA Annual Conference in Chicago in 2005. The purpose of that panel discussion was to 
bring together representation from both “sides” – systems and reference – to begin a meaningful 
dialogue about this tension, and to discover some productive ways to negotiate it. 
 
The committee analyzed the panel presentation following the event itself, and concluded that the 
working relationship between systems and public services staffs is a significant one that 
resonates within the library community. It was deemed worthy of further investigation by the 
committee in the form of at least one article, beginning with a study of these issues within an 
academic library setting.  It is hoped that a further study might also be developed jointly between 
MARS UASC and the Public Libraries committee.  
 
Substantial progress has been made on the academic libraries’ portion of the study, which 
consisted of a web-based survey launched in April 2006 via SurveyMonkey. The survey was sent 
to heads of reference and systems departments in 300 institutions chosen randomly using a list 
from the 2000 Carnegie classifications. The response rate was close to 25%, and data analysis is 
underway at this writing. 
 
We expect the completed article to be submitted to Reference & User Services Quarterly [ISSN 
1094-9054] in early Fall 2006. 
 
Bryna Coonin 
cooninb@ecu.edu 
Co-chair, MARS User Access to Services Committee 
 
=================================================== 
 



To subscribe to MARS-L, send the following to listproc @ala.org: 
 
subscribe MARS-L Firstname Lastname 
 
 

  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


